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Remarks

Some images were taken from the first version of this tutorial with 2.67b. So do not be confused, 
the explanation works also with the new version and where required, the images were updated.
This tutorial is an update of the tutorial from WS2013-14. Please use this actual version, because it 
was slightly improved and extended.

Target

First, this tutorial describes how to create a simple plane with hills, stones and grass moving in the 
wind. Second, the swan from the previous tutorial is used to fly across this landscape.

Abbreviation

RMB Right Mouse Button

LMB Left Mouse Button

! For using most of the shortcuts discussed in this tutorial, you have to be sure that the mouse 
cursor is WITHIN the view port of the 3D View !

Base
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Hide the Swan – let him make a nap!

First, open your project containing the actual version of your swan from the previous tutorial. You 
can move the whole swan aside or just hide him using the Outliner. Just click on the eye symbol to 
hide the objects, in my example they are called “Cylinder” and “Armature”. You can also give the 
objects more reasonable names by using RM and selecting “Rename”.

The Plane

Create a plane: Add → Mesh → Plane

Set the position to (0, 0, 0) and the size to 16 X 16 (X/Y), so that the whole Blender viewport area is
filled.

Go to Edit Mode, subdivide this base pane 4 times (with shortcut w)

Set Shading to Smooth



Proportional Editing/Falloff

First activate the Proportional Editing mode by selecting the blue circle

Then, additional options appear, see image below, e.g.:

Select: Smooth → Circle-like smooth fall-off

To change the falloff, this means the vertices affected by proportional editing, choose one of the 
manipulators you already know (by pressing G or R or S) and move then the mouse wheel. The size
of the white circle changes now – and it is exactly this circle which allows you to define the 
affected area (see image below)



The size of the circle is toggled by the mouse wheel! Attention: It may happen that the circle is very
large and you do not even see it in the view port. Remember: move the mouse wheel away from you
(in the opposite direction) and the circle shrinks. Do this, in case the circle is not visible, until you 
see the circle again!

The Stone and the Hole

Back to Object Mode, add a “UV Sphere”

Change this sphere to a stone-like structure with an uneven surface by using proportional editing 
and the random function: 

Random → generates rough edges

Back to Object Mode, place it into the correct place where it should stay

Duplicate it with CTRL+C and CTRL+V. Now, a second object was created with the same 
properties of the previous one.

Hide one Sphere/Stone object

Go to the 1) Modifiers panel, add 2) a Boolean Modifier to the plane to create holes inside the plane
during the next steps. These holes should prevent that the grass – which will be generated in the 
next steps – will be placed inside the stones!



Select 3) “Difference” and then choose the 4) visible sphere the object of choice

What has happened now? The plane was combined with the sphere, and the part of the sphere 
intersecting the plane was subtracted from the plane and the mesh of the plane was passed along the
bottom part of the sphere: 

Here, the sphere was switched to wire mode to be able to see resulting plane in the background. You
can use this mode to move the sphere around an observe how the plane changes and find the 
optimal position in your environment.



Now, after finding the optimal position, select the plane. Go again to the Boolean modifier and click
to “Apply”. Now the Boolean modifier disappeared and you cannot change the position anymore. 
But now it is possible to edit the complete mesh.

→ Blender_Tutorial_WS2014-15_2pt3__1.blend

 

Now, we want to delete the hemisphere, we only want to have a hole in the plane there in the end. 

There are different ways to do so. You may go to edit mode, use proportional editing but this time in
constant mode, select the center point of the sphere with RM and use the scroll wheel as you know 
to select the whole sphere and then move it apart.



After this, use CTRL+LM to select the whole part which should be deleted, then press DEL and 
delete it.

The hole could look like this:

Or this:

→ Blender_Tutorial_WS2014-15_2pt3__2.blend



A Blade of Grass

Now, we will start to add grass, because the whole area still looks quite boring.

First, we need a small piece of grass. You may hide the actual plane first.

Add → Curve → Bezier

Make sure that the Origin of the Bezier Curve is add the bottom of the object. In the beginning, this 
is not the case. Use for example the 3D Cursor to reposition the Origin

You find the options here:



Now, go to edit mode and add a second strand by using “e” for extrude.

By the way, make sure that the proportional editing mode is deactivated now! 

The two lines are not connected, for this purpose, just select the last two nodes.

And then connect then by using “Make Segment”, just press f

They are now connected, now you can delete the new generated connecting node, the two lines will 
still be connected afterwards

Adjust now the Bezier curve to create a nice grass blade

Because we want to have a surface on our grass blade, we have to convert it to Mesh; use ALT+C 
for example for this purpose and select “Mesh from Curve ...”

Go back to edit mode, select all points and create a face by pressing f again

Finally, make sure that the Origin is still in the right position (the green point)!

Grass Land

Add now a Particle System:





In these images, there is already a Grass Blade added. Add the grass blade now in the following 
way:

If you change now the rotation of this blade, the rotation also of the blades on the plane will change

Make sure that in the Particle System the BezierCurve is chosen (your grass blade) and Rotation 
and Scale are selected.



This is how the result could be:

So the grass has to point upwards. After you have done the steps previously discussed, it still may 
be that the grass is pointing into the opposite direction.

To change this, select the original grass blade, change to edit mode (!), select the complete grass 
blade (e.g. with shortcut a) and 

• rotate it, if it is pointing into the wrong direction,
• scale it, if it is too large or too small,
• and always keep in mind, that the origin in the end have to be at the bottom of your grass 

blade; you can also just correct the position by moving it towards the origin.

→ Blender_Tutorial_WS2014-15_2pt3__3.blend



Moving Grass

Finally, add a Wave modifier to the plane to keep the grass moving! Please be aware that the Wave 
modifier has to placed on top of the Particle System. If it is not directly placed there, then press the 
arrow (red circle) to move it upwards.

Because we are using a Physics engine here and some special properties in the particle system, we 
need to “bake” the system. Go to the particle system, find the Cache section and press “Bake”.

→ Blender_Tutorial_WS2014-15_2pt3__3.blend



Importing the Swan

We have now the environment and we have the swan! 

If your swan is in the same file, where the landscape is located, you just have to make it visible 
again and you can skip the rest of this section now. If this is not the case – which means that the 
swan is in one file and the landscape in the other one – the do the following steps:

Make sure your swan is saved and open the last version of your landscape now.

Now go to 

File → Append …

and select the last version of your swan file. If you click on this file, you see a number of folders. 
Select the one names “Object” and then select the mesh and the bones (your names might differ):

You do not need other objects, now click “Link/Append from Library”. Your swan should appear 
now in the center of your world. 

Now first remember to adjust the length of your animation to 400:

Note: If you have past the previous tutorials, check this:
• If you have used the Ocean effect, remember that you have created a key frame for the 

“Time” variable, move this now to frame 400 by using e.g. the DopeSheet editor or just 
make another key frame for “Time”. 

• If you have used the grass effect, the cache might be limited to the old end frame. Change 
this one to 400 and bake it again. In my case, the previous animation was limited to 250 
frames.)



Let the Swan fly now!

Now your environment is prepared. Let us animate the swan, this will be very simple now. Select 
the mesh of the swan and the bones/Armature. 

Check now, if the size relation environment/swan is okay or if you have to change the scale of the 
swan, just use S to change the scale.

Select the swan. In the following steps, always sure that both, mesh and bones are still selected – 
otherwise you will run into problems! Go to frame 0. Then, place the swan at the starting point. But 
where is the starting point?

This screenshot shows the scenario from the top. We are currently at frame 187, so in the middle of 
our animation. The animation starts at 0 and finishes at 400. Position 1 is the starting position at 
frame 0. Position 2 is the actual position at frame 187. Position 3 is the final destination at frame 
400. The camera you see at the bottom of this image. Position 1 and position 3 have to be outside 
the camera perspective. Remember: you can toggle to camera perspective by pressing NUM 0 (see 
the following image) and return to the top view by pressing NUM 7.



Another important aspect is the position of the camera. In the image above you see, that the 
perspective is chosen in a way that the grass land seems to be only a part of a large area. So prevent 
that the perspective of your camera shows the edges of the plane.

Now, if you have you starting position, press . Make sure that “LocRot” is 
chosen! Now move the cursor in the timeline to the next position, just as you see it in the screenshot
above, e.g. to frame 187. Change the position now of the swan and press again the key. Do the same
thing for the final position. Remember: you have selected the “LocRot” mode, therefore you can 
also change the rotation of the swan, making the movement more dynamic. 

In addition, it is a good idea to add a sky in the 
background. The way to do this was already described in 
the first tutorial this semester. Position the plane with the 
image in the background just as you see it at the 
screenshot above. It is a good idea, if you have a light 
source at this image, so a moon or a sun, to position the 
light which you are using just in front of the sun on the 
image plane! 

The last thing to be done is to render it. Just have a look to
the left screenshot. 1) Select, in which format you want to 
save the files. You can save them as a whole movie (e.g. 
H.264) or single images (PNG). 2) define your export 
location on your harddisk. 3) Select the range, we will 
need to render fram 0 to 400! And then, 4) press 
“Animation” to render the whole movie. That's it!



The swan from the Tutorial WS2013-14 rendered with the “Blender Renderer”.

The swan from the Tutorial WS2014-15 rendered with the “Cycles”. We will learn how to use this 
renderer in one of the next sessions.
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A nice texture tutorial:
Blender-Tutorial - Texture Painting (AgenZasBrothers)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l06iV1TSWm4
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